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in vedic astrology, astrologers call themselves a vrishakoopa, or 'one who knows all the planets'. every astrologer has one or two
of the planets as his own house. for instance, the marathi and hindi astrologers always consult the planets of their fore-fathers and
wife's horoscopes along with their own in order to gain more of an in-depth knowledge of how their marriage can be a successful
one. another way of getting more accurate information about your horoscope is by understanding the meaning of your past life
situations. this allows you to correlate your past life with your present one. bhagawana: the program reads all your inputs and
calculates all your natal, ascendant and fixed stars, in addition to your chart. it produces a large number of information, such as
basic, full and detailed analysis, bhagawanan, devyatin, medhat, mantras and way. bhagawanan & devyatin history of planet are
also available. bhagawanan - history of planet is written in both english and hindi language. to begin with, the astrological
information contained in stellarium is a bit limited; it covers mainly the sun and moon and excludes the planets. all planets are
modeled but their position on the celestial sphere is based on the old geocentric model and thus does not relate to the modern
heliocentric model. it is designed to support individuals who wish to investigate the horoscope for a particular sign, and to help
them select a position according to the customary standards. in addition, the program can be used for business astrology with the
option to calculate the total protection of a particular person from the known dangers, to present the charts for a combination of
human with animal, and to draw a comparison between two charts.
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